NorCal Ovenworks Inc.
Modular Component Grills
Wood, Charcoal and Gas
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3 Burner Smoker/Grill
4 Burner Smoker/Grill
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Wood/Charcoal Fireboxes

Firebox 2
Take cooking to new heights. Start with Firebox 2, the basis for our Component Cooking System. All of our cooking components are interchangeable on top of the Component 2 firebox. Begin with this basic unit and add the pieces that make your cooking
style unique. Available on a stand or as a built-in.






Single grill
Single Component firebox with wood/charcoal tray and grill
Built to fit all outdoor Component Cooking System pieces
Fits Component gas options – grill, stove or stockpot burners

Dimensions overall 24" x 24" x 10"
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Wood/Charcoal Fireboxes

Firebox 3
Firebox 3 is a slightly larger version of our component cooking system with its own version of components. Normal components may be used but filler plates must be added to
cover gaps from size differences.






2 grills
includes wood/charcoal tray
drop-down door in front
uses 3 burner gas drawer or 2 burner stove drawer

Dimensions overall 24" x 34.5" x 10"
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Wood/Charcoal Fireboxes

Firebox 4
Twice the fun of Component Firebox 2, a heat source that holds two components. Enjoy
breakfast on our Grill and Griddle, hamburger and fries with our Grill and Deep Fryer,
two Pizza Ovens for a pizza party, Smoker and 12” Lid for that weekend BBQ bash, or cook
like a gaucho with the Argentine Grill. The possibilities are only limited by your imagination.






2 grills
Removable panel to split fireboxes for smoking
2 charcoal/wood trays
2 grills

Dimensions overall 48 ¾” wide x 24” deep x 10” high
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Wood/Charcoal Fireboxes

Firebox 5
Mix the best of both worlds. Component 5 is the combination of component 2 and 3. Use all
of the regular components over one firebox and add the specialty components made for
component 3 over the other. Grill and pizza, Argentine Grill and plancha/chappa/griddle,
the combinations are tremendous.







3 grills
Removable panel to split fireboxes for smoking
Gas drawers available for both sides
2 charcoal wood trays
2 grills

Dimensions overall 60" x 24" x 10"
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Gas Component Drawers

Gas Component Grill Drawers
Change your component system from wood or charcoal to propane or natural
gas. Add the convenience of gas for those times you just don't feel like starting
a fire. Just remove the doors on your component 2, 4, or 5 and this unit slides
into the prebuilt guides. Hook up the gas and off you go.
Choose our 2 burner grill drawer for the 2 foot section of Firebox 2, 4, or 5
Choose our 3 burner grill drawer for the 3 foot section of Firebox 3 or 5
Choose our 4 burner grill drawer for the 4 foot section of Firebox 4

Gas Component Stove
Drawer

Gas Component Stockpot
Drawer

Convert your grill into an outside
stove. This 30,000 BTU burner fits into
the 2 foot section of firebox component 2, 4, or 5 to make outdoor cooking even easier. With the use of our
stove adapter you can cook with a
wok, discada, large stock pots, or
regular pots and pans. Just remove
the doors and this unit slides into the
prebuilt guides. Hookup the gas and
off you go.

Convert your grill into an outside stove.
This 120,000 BTU burner fits into the 2
foot section of firebox component 2, 4,
or 5 to make outdoor cooking even easier. With the use of our stockpot
adapter you can boil large pots of
shrimp, crawfish, or corn in no time.
Just remove the doors and this unit
slides into the prebuilt guides. Hookup
the gas and off you go.
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Firebox Lids
Complete your basic
unit with a multi-function
grill cover. Use it to
cover foods while grilling, turn your grill into a
smoker or oven with
temperature control. For
smoking, add our water
pan or heat deflector.

 Built from 16 gauge
steel so it's durable
yet light enough to
lift off
 Removable upper
grill/bun warmer
Image on left is a Firebox 4 on a stand with a
Lid for Firebox 4 on it.

Lid
Firebox 2,4,5

Lid
Firebox 3

Lid
Firebox 4

Lid
Firebox 5

Dim: 24”x 20” x 12”

Dim: 34.5”x 20” x 12”

Dim: 48”x 20” x 12”

Dim: 60”x 20” x 12”
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Argentine Grill Components

Bear Flag Grill
An Argentine Grill with a lid. Available for Firebox 3, 4, or the 3 foot section of
Firebox 5. Also available as a 42” X 24” unit. Mounts permanently to the firebox
as it is simply too heavy to lift anyway. Many customers purchase a Bear Flag Grill
mounted on the three foot component of Firebox 5, and mount a smoker on the 2
foot component of Firebox 5.
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Argentine Grill Components

Argentine Grill Component
Cook like a gaucho. Built on a frame to fit firebox 2,3,4, or 5, the Argentine Grill is seen on
ranches all over the Southwest and California; a large grill on cables attached to a spit to raise
and lower your meats over an open flame or coals. Tri-tip, steaks, chicken, or ribs, nothing
beats the flavor of open-coal cooking.
Sloped V-grate grill to catch fats and juices (reduces flare ups)
Stainless steel cables
Grease/juice tray in front
Extra spit for rotisserie available
Argentine Grill for Firebox 2
Argentine Grill for Firebox 3
Argentine Grill for Firebox 4
Argentine Grill for Firebox 4S (Splt into two sections)
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Smoker Component

Smoker Component
Smoke ribs, chicken, beef, pork, or fish., and then remove to cook using another component.


Holds 7 racks or baskets and a wate pan



475 degree thermometer



Comes with 3 racks and 3 baskets



Fits component 2 side of firebox 2,4, or 5



Dimensions 24” X 20” X 30” high
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Pizza Oven Components (L and S)

Pizza Oven Component


Insulated with 1” of ceramic fiber insulation between 2 layers of steel



3” C 18” front pizza loading opening



Fold down front foor for larger foods



Pizza Oven Component S is 24 X 20 X 12 high and holds a brick floor plus 1 shelf



Pizza Oven Component S is 24 X 20 X 18 high and holds a brick floor plus 2 shelves
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Adapters

Stove Adapter
Give your grill one more use. With ease, place the Stove
Adaptor on your Component 1 or 2 firebox and add one of
our pan components - Woks, Discada, Mongolian Grill,
Flat Pan, or a Stockpot. Change your cuisine as easily as
your cooking appliance.

 24” wide x 20” deep x 1” high
 16” diameter ring to accept round bottoms
 Ring cover for pot and pan use

Griddle Adapter
Enjoy all the foods that you can't cook on a grill: pancakes,
hashbrowns, sanwiches, peppers and onions - you get the
idea.
Available in full and half wide sizes for Component 2 and
Component 3.
Also available as an a fitting for Argentine Grill for Firebox 2 , 3, and 4.

Tuscan Grill Adapter
An adjustable grate that is simpler than the Argentine
Grill Grate.
Available for Component 2 and Component 3 fireboxes.
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Stands and Cabinets

Stands
Add portability to your component system. Cart has 4 swivel casters (2 with brakes) to allow for easy movement of your cooking system.


Available for Firebox 2, 3, 4, and 5



Sets grill height at 36"

Cabinets
To complete your outdoor kitchen, we have designed a series of new outdoor steel cabinets that can be configured any way you choose to enhance your outdoor cooking experience. They can be installed against walls or as stand alone island units.


Available for Firebox 2, 3, 4, and 5



Sets grill height at 36"



We have a complete line of cabinets including for other grills, sinks, etc.
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3 Burner Smoker/Grill

3 Burner Smoker/Grill














3 gas burners and an interchangeable wood/charcoal drawer allow grilling flexibility
Offset firebox for smoking
3/16” steel construction
Cast iron grill burners
Heavy steel grate for wood/charcoal
2 chimneys for heat control
Heat control plates between offset firebox and cooking chamber
Side shelf for convenience
Large sliding upper grill
Dimensions 44” wide X 18” deep X 40” high on stand. 22” deep including chimneys
780 square inches of cooking surface
1400 degree high heat, non-corrosive paint
Water pan for smoking
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4 Burner Smoker/Grill

4 Burner Smoker/Grill














3 gas burners and an interchangeable wood/charcoal drawer allow grilling flexibility
Offset firebox for smoking
3/16” steel construction
Cast iron grill burners
Heavy steel grate for wood/charcoal
2 chimneys for heat control
Heat control plates between offset firebox and cooking chamber
Side shelf for convenience
Large sliding upper grill
Dimensions 54” wide X 18” deep X 40” high on stand. 22” deep including chimneys
1100 square inches of cooking surface
1400 degree high heat, non-corrosive paint
Water pan for smoking
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NorCal Ovenworks Inc.
www.NorCalOvenWorks.com
ovens@norcalovenworks.com
Tel:916-794-0707
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